
WAH 2002 PROJECT TEMPLATE  
 
1. Name of the organization:  

Bhagavatula Charitable Trust  
 
2. Date of Establishment:  

1976.  

3. Please give the following if available:  
a. Registration Number (Public Trust Act):    

412/76 of Nov. 1976 at Visakhapatnam Under Societies Registration Act XXI of 1860. 

b. Tax Exemption Certificate Number:  

H.Qrs III/100/77-78 dated 11-7-2000 of Commissioner of Income Tax, Visakhapatnam. 

c. Exemption Valid Dates:  

31 – 03 – 2003 (gets renewed every three years) 
 
d. FCRA Number: 
  
 010 350014 under Foreign Contributions (Regulation) Act 1976 

4. How the organization was created and what are the type of activities it provides:  
  
Although established in 1976, work started almost a decade earlier when Dr. Parameswara Rao after 
getting a Ph.D. in nuclear sciences from the USA, returned to his native village Dimili, with the sole 
objective of doing something for the people of his village. 
 
BCT is involved with overall integrated rural development in 3 mandals, namely Achutapuram, Rambilli 
and Yellamanchili in Visakhapatnam district, Andhra Pradesh, India. Some of their activities include, 
but are not limited to: 

o       Education 

o       Wasteland Development 

o       Agriculture Extension 

o       Community Organization 

o       Health 

o       Enterprise research and marketing for women 
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o       Community base rehabilitation for the disabled 

Note: This proposal will only discuss the educational activities of BCT. 

5. Names and Backgrounds of the directors of the organization:  
Please See Appendix A 

6. Name, Address, Phone & email of the contact person in USA:  
  
Akhil Nigam 
Apt 3, 616 Garden Street 
Hoboken, NJ –07030 
Phone: 917-371-5428 
Email: akhiln@yahoo.com 
 
Ram Tekumalla 
3030 Elmside Dr., #42 
Houston, TX 77042 
Phone: 713 334 3285 (home) 
e-mail: rptekumalla@yahoo.com 
  
Srinivas Adavikolanu, 
Apt 107, 6294 N.Park Meadow Way, 
Boise, ID 83713 
Phone #: 208-939-9175 
email:srinivas_a@hotmail.com 

 
7. Name, Address, Phone & email of the contact person in India:  

B.V.Sreenivasa Rao 
Chief-of-Liaison, BCT 
D.No.49-36-46/5, NGO Colony, Akkayyapalem, Visakhapatnam – 530016. 
Ph. No. (0891) 550084 (Off), 748680 (Res) 

8. Number of administrative and field staff:  

Administrative –12 

Field Staff - 302 
 
9. A brief description of the long-term objectives of the organization:  

BCT is trying to achieve Universal Elementary Education (UEE) in the three mandals of Vishakapatnam 
District. BCT has a model, which they have developed over the past 25-30 years. This model constitutes 
of 

Stage wise Education 

o       Building permanent schools in villages. 
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o       Creating resources and facilities to send children of various age groups to school  

o       Set up a stage wise curriculum and resources in schools (Preschool, Primary, Upper Primary, 
Secondary School and Junior College) 

Project Management and Resource Center 

o       Central administration unit for all schools 

o       Responsible for all teacher training (all teachers who are hired are trained and have to come back 
every 3 months for refresher courses) 

o       Development of curriculum  

o       Center for thought leadership on village animation (See Below) 

Village Animation  

o       Training these villages towards self-sufficiency in 5yrs - 
e.g. building confidence in village communities that they can 
run on their own and fund their own growth. 

o       Using children who are in the BCT schools, to become catalysts 
in social change in their own villages. 

o       BCT came up with the concept of Village Education Societies (VESs), which would entirely 
manage primary schools, under the guidance of BCT. With these schools the overall 
enrollment has improved to above 85% and many parents have even shown preference to 
send their ward to their schools 

BCT now has a model, which it wants to replicate in the next 5 yrs 
to build and reach at least 150 schools utilizing this model. BCT 
is on continuous trails and has tested several concepts on what 
works and what does not. 

After trying about 120 experiments all these years, they have come 
to the conclusion that  “Education” is a “Key to development”. They 
are now of the opinion that every child in the country should have 
access to education and trying for a Model which will be effective 
and affordable with the total involvement and only responsibility 
by the villagers themselves. 

10. Details of the organizations annual budget (include an annual report if possible):  

Rs. 2 Crores. 
 
11. Previous Funding Sources, if any:  

BCT is currently running 103 NFE – Non Formal Education centers (please see item 12). All the 103 
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NFE Centers are currently being solely funded by MHRD, Ministry of Human Resources Development, 
New Delhi under its “Innovative Alternative Education Program”.  They have committed support from 
1st April 1996 and ending 31st March 2002. 

 
12. Brief Description of any previous projects the organization has undertaken:  

BCT is a pioneer in many areas e.g. in India in the 1980s No bank would give a loan to a woman. BCT 
was the first organization to give a loan to a woman. Now, this practice is wide spread throughout India. 
Similarly they have had experience in education and with their experience they have come to a model of 
what works and what does not work in education. From the experiences they have learnt, they have 
established a model that they need to scale up. 

Staggering dropout figures of the government run schools led to the mainstreaming the dropouts by 
informal means of motivation and education. Thus was born the idea of NFE (Non Formal Education) 
under the central govt’s National Literacy Mission in 1986. NFE centers, which were night schools, 
were expected to prepare dropouts over a period of one or two years, after which they could be taken 
into the formal schooling system. 

In last 15 years, it was realized that the NFE program had only partly achieved its objectives at national 
level.   NFEs being night schools, though successful in attracting students, were generally not very 
effective, since many of the children, tired from the day’s work, showed little or no interest in learning.  
Added to this was the difficulty in providing light and proper accommodation for the classes. 

Despite these difficulties, however, BCT was able to demonstrate commendable results in these years.  
The dropout rates could be brought down significantly by large enrollment and teaching up to even V to 
VII classes in these night schools.  Since April 1997, BCT had however undertaken “Innovative 
Alternative Education Program” for the Ministry of Human Resource Development by continuing with 
NFE in a different mode and converted all their night centers into day centers and also doubled up the 
enrollment as well. 

Currently, BCT is operating 103 full day non-formal education each with a maximum strength of 50 
children and 2 teachers.  This is substantial progress as compared to situation 5 years ago, when BCT 
was running 130 night schools (2750 children) for short time (21/2 hrs.) daily with 25 children per center 
and one instructor. Today there are in all about 5000 children, of whom 10% are in class V -VII 

13. Describe location, current conditions (number of schools, population):  

Today there are about 5000 children being supported by 103 centers. (Please see item 12 above.) 

14. What is the goal of the WAH project (describe background of the children, what changes this 
project aims to bring about in the current conditions):  

BCT started with the NFEs (Non Formal Education Centers). NFEs were meant for children who were 
employed (because of child labor and drop out) and train them for schooling. BCT worked with the 
government to establish these centers Further, they went a step further and converted all these "night 
schools" to full fledged "day schools" 

But now the government has stopped the NFE program - the government has stopped paying for 
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rent or teachers salary. 

So now BCT needs to raise money and expand to support these schools. These schools are currently run 
in temporary structures and need to be shifted to permanent structures. The government has announced 
that it believes in UEE (Universal Elementary Education) - one of the basic premises of BCT. BCT 
wants to provide UEE in all the villages that it works in. There are government schools in some of the 
villages, but the problem is that these government schools only have capacity for 50-60% of the 
students. BCT wants to support the other 40%. Currently the other 40% have no other means of 
education. 

BCT has a plan for stage wise education. They want to provide education till class V. If possible they 
want to extend it up to class VII. They introduce vocational training in class VI onwards. So if they drop 
out after class VII, they have some skills. 

The numbers mentioned above are also targeted to become 300 centers and 15000 children.  However, 
for the immediate future the expectation is that BCT could reach out to 8000 children in 160 centers 
excluding the children already going to the formal school system.   

The WAH Project is to help BCT build the  

1.      Project Management and Resource Center upgrade 

2.      Support a core group to run the Project Management Center. 

3.      Support a core group of administrators to run the BCT model. 

  

1. PROJECT MANAGEMENT CENTER 
  
Primary responsibilities of the center are: 
  
A.     Teacher Training and Curriculum Development  
This center is used as a training institute for teachers. Every teacher that teaches at a BCT school has to 
go through training at this center. Further, teachers have to come back every 3-6 months for refresher 
courses. Development of curriculum, teaching methodology as well as building skills of social 
animation are the essential components of their training mandate.  Here, BCT strengthens the 
personalities of these instructors through an integrated development plan for body, mind and soul and 
thus equip them as role models to the village children. 
  
B.     Project Management Center for all schools 
This center is the center of all co-ordination and project management activities for the entire model, 
which includes all schools and villages. The entire project management comprising administration, 
monitoring campaigning and training is guided from this center. For every 6 - 10 villages one person is 
designated as Community   Education organizer, who is responsible for all the parental motivation, 
village animation and regular supervision of the primary schools and their instructors. 
  
C.     Thought Leadership for Village Animation 
One of the primary functions of the BCT model is to help villages be their own tools for social change. 
This center provides campaigning for student enrollment and retention as well as parental involvement 
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and ownership. It gets the villagers directly involved to take charge of their schools and community.  
  
Currently, part of the cost of this center is being met by the provisions of training in the running cost of 
the village centers and the cost for the Project Management and Training facility is being borne by a 
separate component in the program funding (from the govt.).  
  
The semi-permanent structures of this center created over a time at BCT serve as the venue and can 
accommodate up to 100 instructor trainees at a time.  The program is at present operating in buildings, 
which have temporary roofing, and considerable difficulties are being experienced due to annual 
maintenance works as well as due to shortage of space.  It is proposed to improve this situation by 
upgrading this accommodation by more durable cost effective construction techniques. It is to be also 
developed in due course on long-term self-sustaining basis. 
  
2. SUPPORTING A CORE GROUP OF ADMINISTRATORS 
In order to run and co-ordinate all the activities and run the management center above, the center 
requires a core group of volunteers running this center. Ideal size is 5, but we are proposing to start with 
2 volunteers and 1 Computer Operator. These volunteers will need to be financially supported. This core 
group will be responsible for identifying the villages that need schools, coordinating with the local 
villagers and involving them in all the activities relating to the school and having them run the school. 
The core group will also be responsible for making the schools run smoothly and reporting on the 
school’ s progress. 
As an example of a program associated with this is a program to educate the mothers in vocational skills 
and increase their income so that part of the income can go back to educate their children. 
  
  
*NOTE: THESE VOLUNTEERS HAVE ALREADY BEEN WORKING WITH BCT FOR A 
FEW YEARS, BUT NEED TO BE SUPPORTED BECAUSE THE GOVT. FUNDING IS 
ENDING 
  

15. Beneficiaries of the project (how many children, number of males/females, age and other 
demographics, and other relevant details):  

This center will be supporting over 400 teachers and 6000 students in the coming year scaling up to 
more than 700 teachers and 11000 in 5 yrs. The training institute is the heart of the BCT Model and the 
co-ordination center for all villages. 

16. Details of the funding requirements:  

a.      Amount of money required: 

b. Duration for which funds are requested:  

Recurring expense for 3 yrs. 

Teacher Training Institute $21,250 
Core Administrators $8,250 
    
    
TOTAL $29,500 
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17. Detailed breakup of the costs involved along with details of money received from other 
sources, if any:  

Currently, there are no other sources for funding, besides the govt.  The govt. support is ending on 31st 
March 2002.  For a detailed breakup of cost, please refer to the tables below –item 21 

18. How long will the benefits last? Please give an approximate US $/child/year estimate in the 
project:  

Cost per child - Rs. 152/ month. The construction of a permanent structure will be very beneficial in the 
long run and will last for generations to come. Supporting volunteers would ensure that the BCT keeps 
running efficiently in this period when BCT is trying to transition from a government dependent 
organization towards a self-sustaining basis. 
 
19. Other sources of funding (confirmed and anticipated), if any: 

BCT is trying to convince the government to support them in the next five-year plan but this is not 
assured. Some of BCT components are being supported by other organizations like ILP – India Literacy 
Project, Association for Indias Development (AID) and Indians for Collective Action (ICA) and Sir 
Dorabji Tata Trust, Bombay 
 
20. Proposed means of continuing the project after current funding:  

The project hopes to be self-sustaining by use of a corpus fund in five years. BCT is asking parents, 
village societies outside donor agencies, government to contribute towards this corpus fund. 
 
21.To what purpose would the requested funds be directed? An itemized split up of costs: 
blackboards, chalks, tables, chairs, toilets, buildings, teachers' salaries etc.  

Itemized Split up of finances 

  

1.      TABLE A  - COST FOR PROJECT MANAGEMENT CENTER  

    
Cost Element 2002 - 03 

A. Recurring Expenditure (Cost of supporting volunteers)   
    Project Management :    
    1 Faculty Head/Principal                                 @Rs. pm 10000 

 Per annum 120,000 
   5 Training Faculty                                            @Rs. pm 5000 

 Per annum 60,000 
5 people x per annum 300,000 

   2 Curriculum Officers                                        @Rs. pm 5000 
Per annum 60000 

2 x per annum 120,000 
    
  Computer and Software 58,000 

Sub Total A 598,000 
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2.      TABLE B  - COST FOR SUPPORTING CORE GROUP OF VOLUNTEERS 

  

22. Duration of the Project:  

The project needs support for 3-5 years after which we hope that it will be self-sustaining. This project 
has a long history dating back 30 yrs. It has a very successful track record and a scalable model. During 
the last 30 yrs, BCT has learned several lessons and members at Asha hope to learn a great deal from 
people at BCT. Asha gets a unique opportunity to learn from the gathered wisdom and scale up this 
work to reach more children. Even if we don’ t finance this project after a few years, we hope to build a 
continued synergistic relationship with BCT and learn from their experiences. 

23. Itemized description of the various phases in the project with their associated timelines.  
Please see the table above  

 
24. Number of project personnel involved in the implementation of the project and their duties:  

BCT has a board of reputed directors and an administrative staff of 12 and field staff of 302 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
25. References of the lead people supervising the project, if any:  

B.V.Sreenivasa Rao 
Chief-of-Liaison, BCT 
D.No.49-36-46/5, NGO Colony, Akkayyapalem, Visakhapatnam – 530016. 

Ph. No. (0891) 550084 (Off), 748680 (Res) 
 
26. Number of people reached by the program so far and how many have completed the literacy 

Cost in US $(Rs 48 =$1) 12,500 
B.  Non recurring Expenditure: (Upgrade of Training Center)   
    
  Dormitories upgrade                              No 1 
                       1 x 1200 sft @ Rs.175 per sft 210,000 
  Class room upgrade                               No 1 
                       1 x 1200 sft @ Rs.175 per sft 210,000 
    

Sub Total B  420,000 
Cost in US $(Rs 48 =$1) 8,750 

TOTAL COST 21,250 

Cost Element 2002-03 
2 Senior Executives @ Rs. Per month 15000 

Per Annum (2 x 15000 x 12) 360,000 
1 Computer Operator @ Rs. per month 3000 

Per Annum (1 x 3000 x 12) 36,000 
TOTAL 396,000 

Cost in US $(Rs 48 =$1) 8,250 
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program (number of boys and girls):  

Currently, 5000 + students are being supported by 103 centers. 
 
27. Standard Proficiency of the participants at the end of the project:  

Although most students are educated till class V or class VII, there are two major aspects of their 
proficiency that need to be highlighted, which are different from conventional education. 

1.      Students as Change Agents 

There is a tendency for students who manage to reach the higher secondary level of education with the 
encouragement of some enthusiastic parents to take up city jobs.  This is only exacerbating the already 
grave problem of rural-urban migration, of unemployment of educated youth and of inadequate number 
of educated youth to take on village development.  BCT has learnt that the key is to equip and enthuse 
these village students to work for the development of their own communities. 
  
BCT decided to include ‘Social Animation’  in its school curriculum, where the students are sensitized to 
rural issues and trained in village animation, public speaking, and community mobilization and 
leadership skills for constructive work.  In short, the students are trained to become community 
organizers and facilitators of socio-economic change in rural India not in the least through a better 
understanding of the larger issues of poverty and deprivation. 
  
The rural children offer themselves as more suitable medium for the change process.  This is because -
These are neither too young to be not effective communicators nor too old to be inhibited by new ideas 
and initiatives.  They can be easily molded with new and transformational thoughts and when they 
become adults they can be depended upon to be consistent with an innovative new order.  The additional 
advantage is the accessibility of the parents through these children, who often are a source of great 
motivation for their own parents, particularly mothers.   
  
Dr Parameshwar Rao has introduced a concept called Balmandiram, which has become very famous. Dr. 
Parameswara Rao is currently involving the students in his Balamandiram experiment, where the 
students are divided into groups who propagate in villages, a 7-point action plan to address 7 different 
types of poverty: economic, health, spiritual, Knowledge, environmental (This was presented at the 
Asha-10 conf.) In order to do this, the children are made to first follow all the 7 practices themselves. An 
example: Every child saves a part of the small income that (s)he earns by selling what (s)he 
produces/makes, in the process of learning vocational skills (e.g. vegetables grown, uniforms stitched, 
handicraft articles made). Thus they learn to form and operate self-help groups, before they can go and 
preach in the villages. 

Quote from a Site Visit 

"One of the interesting features that I liked in this education program is the participation of students in 
the village developmental activities. The students from this school travel in small groups to the nearby 
villages during the weekends and improve awareness on local issues such as public health and hygiene 
among the illiterate villagers. I saw this as a fine example of the child being the father of the man. I was 
further heartened to observe the overall quality of the education imparted to these students with special 
emphasis on their personality development. The students made a brilliant presentation of their social 
conditions through a cultural program with such a great élan that belied their tender years and reflected 
their maturity and understanding." 
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2.      Vocational Training 

It is important to impart vocational training to the children, and help them earn while learning, and 
prepare them to be self-supporting once they graduate from schools. 
BCT decided to include vocational training in its school curriculum from Std. VI onwards. The students 
can leave with 8th standard or even 7th standard while getting exposed to vocational skill building at 
their level in agriculture, khadi and wood / metal craft.  The vocational studies are in the streams of 
elementary education, social animation, agriculture, engineering and information technology with 
adequate exposure to practical aspects of implementation in rural areas.   
  
Quote From a Site Visit 
  
“ I visited a school for the physically impaired students. This school conducts the traditional education 
along with vocational training programs to the disabled children in order to enable them with a 
continued source of income. The students showed me the clothes, disposable plates and other articles 
they produced during their training. Some of these items such as clothes are exported abroad and fetch a 
handsome profit to the school. Here again, I found an infectious enthusiasm among the students as well 
as the teaching staff in carrying the work spreading of education among the disabled.”  

28. Is there any governmental involvement in the project? If yes, how?  

Currently the project is fully sponsored by the MHRD, Ministry of Human Resources Development. 
However, this funding is supposed to end on March 31st, 2002. Not sure if this will continue. The 
central govt has recently transferred all education based funding to state govts. and BCT is not very 
optimistic about support from state govt. 
 
29.Specify nature of requested funds. Is this a one-time contribution or a recurring request?  

This is a recurring request with the goal of trying to make this project self-sustainable as soon as 
possible. We envision that within 3 yrs time this project will have gained traction with the US 
community to make it self reliant in India. We hope to make strategic investments so that the targeted 
schools and villages become self reliant within 10 years. 
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APPENDIX A –  
Names and Backgrounds of the Directors: 
  

I.                    Sri D.Bandyopadhyaya, IAS (Retd) – PRESIDENT of BCT 
  
He retired as the Secretary to the Government of India, Ministry of Rural Development, New 
Delhi and was also the Executive Director of the Asian Development Bank. He is a most 
respected Civil Servant of West Bengal Cadre. He is the Brain behind the Land Reforms in 
West Bengal which brought so many encomiums to Sri Jyoti Basu, Chief Minister of West 
Bengal. 

  
II.                 Sri V.P.Rama Rao, IAS (Retd) – Imm. Past President 
  

He retired as the Chief Secretary of Government of Andhra Pradesh - a very popular and 
consciousous IAS Officer of the State. 

  
III.               Dr. (M.S) C.V.Ramani, M.D., D.G.O. – Vice-President  

  
She retired as the Director of Medical and Health Services, Government of Andhra Pradesh. 
A famous Gynecologist, immediately after her retirement surprised the villagers to be at the 
Door Fronts to give her services. She is responsible in introducing Health Care Systems for 
Pregnant Women and young children by training the local dais with scientific delivery 
system and introducing Bare-Foot Doctors in the villages. 

  
IV.              Sri R.Adinarayana Rao, B.E., M.Sc., (Engg)  MEM, SAE (USA) 

           –   Executive Vice-President 
  
At the zenith of his career Sri Adinarayana Rao resigned his lucrative and prestigious job at 
Bombay and joined BCT as Project Administrator in 1977. As he was one of the top most 
authorities in Petroleum Additives, he was requested by the Government of India to kindly 
allow the nation to use his expertise in that special field (for which there is no other Indian 
available) and had taken him back into Service after 3 years. His last stint in official career 
was as Executive Director of Indian Additives Ltd., Madras. He continues to be the 
Technical Advisor and is a Guest faculty of IIT’ s and Universities dealing with Tribology 
and Petroleum product application. He is the Past President of Tribology Society of India. 
  
He is currently the Chairman of Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS) Committee PCD 3 on 
Petroleum-Products, and Convener of BIS Sub-Committee PCD 4:5 on Automotive 
Lubricants. He represents INDIA on the ISO TC 28 AG Committee on Petroleum and is the 
Chairman of its SC 4 working group WG-10. He is also a member of SAE – Society of 
Automotive Engineers, USA. 

  
  
  
  
  
V.                 Dr. S.Satyamurty, B.Tech. (Hons) IIT-KGP    Dr.Ing. (T.U-Munich-Germany) 

 –    SECRETARY  
  

After 16 years stay in Germany where he obtained Doctorate Degree in Mechanical 
Engineering, Dr. Satyamurty, returned to India. After a stint in TELCO, he joined the Eicher. 
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He became the Director of Research and Development, Eicher Tractor Ltd. He was 
instrumental in setting up the first comprehensive design and development, laboratory in 
Indian Tractor Industry and embarked upon completely indigenous and cost effective 
Designing for a range of tractors, machine tools, and electrical machines. He was member of 
top management team of the company and undertook several assignments in India as well as 
evaluation missions for collaborations to Japan, France, UK and Germany. He was member 
in various committees of Indian Standard Institute and also was the Chairman of the 
automobiles suspension and steering committee. He was on the Scientific Advisory panel of 
Indian Institution of Petroleum at Dehradun and the Industrial Tribology and Machine 
Maintenance Centre at IIT, Delhi. After a long spell of service to the Automobile Industry, he 
retired as the Director Quality and Engineering, Eicher group of Companies. He was one of 
the few experts of the Total Quality Management in India. He continued as Advisor / 
Consultant in TQM and R & D to Eicher for several years. He turned down lucrative 
Corporate offers to give his time to rural India. 
  
Since 1994, he became the Secretary of BCT and moved to the cottage in Haripuram farm 
and is managing the affairs of the Trust, whole time  (15 hours a day). 

  
VI.              Sri G.V.Subramanyam, M.A.,B.L.,F.I.C.W.A., I.R.A.S (Retd) 

–  TREASURER 
  
He retired from the Indian Revenue Administrative Services after occupying the position of 
Member (Finance) of Indian Railway Board at New Delhi. Like his predecessors who held 
top positions of Finance Department in major industries and Government, it takes keen 
interest to look after the Financial Budget and Controls of BCT. 

  
VII.            Sri M.Ramakrishnayya, IAS (Retd) 
  

He was the first Chairman of the National Agricultural Bank of Rural Development 
(NABARD) and former Deputy Governor of Reserve Bank of India. He was the President of 
BCT from the year 1990-1994. 

  
VIII.         Prof.  B.Sarveswara Rao, M.A., Ph.D (Cantab), D.Litt (A.U. & N.U) 

  
He is associated with BCT right from the second year of its inception, first as Treasurer and 
later as President from 1981-1990. He is the most reputed Economist of the Country and was 
the President of Indian Economic Association. He held the position of Vice Chancellor of 
Nagarjuna University for one term. 

  
IX.              Sri K.V.Subramanyam, IPS (Retd) 

  
A reputed member of Indian Police Service who held the position as Principal Secretary 
(Home), Government of Andhra Pradesh, he takes lively interest for the welfare and 
education of the Villagers. 

  
X.                 Dr. V.Hanumantha Rao, M.D., M.Sc., FICP 
  

Right from 1985, as a reputed Physician of Visakhapatnam, he has given his services, every 
weakened for the villages served by BCT. He is the Honorary Director of the Grama 
Aragyolaya activities of the Trust for over 10 years. He retired as the Superintendent of King 
George Hospital, a 2000-bedded Hospital and continues his interest in the villagers 
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XI.              Sri B.Venkateswara Rao, B.E., M.S., PGDCS, MBA 

  
With the inspiration of Dr. B.V.Parameswara Rao, he opted to return from USA after 
working there 20 years. He served BCT as a Project Co-coordinator for one and half years. 
He has started a Rural Development Trust in his native District of Karimnagar, A.P. 

  
XII.            Mrs. P.Jagan Mohini, B.A.,B.L. 

  
A leading advocate of Visakhapatnam Bar for over 40 years and an active lady with 
association with many social and developmental organizations in the city as well as villages 
around. 

  
XIII.         Smt. Kamala Chitra, B.Sc., 

  
A teacher interested in developmental organizations and an active Red Cross worker of 
Visakhapatnam for over 4 decades. 

  
XIV.         Smt.Yellapu Ramanamma 

  
A dynamic President of the Mahila Mandal of the village Moolajampa. She is an active 
participant of all the development activities of the Mahila Mandal in Thrift, Education and 
Income Generation activities. 

  
XV.           Smt. P.Sarojini 

  
Unlettered Dalit women whom Dr. B.V.Parameswara Rao developed into an excellent 
teacher and a strong activist for the welfare of the women of her village Melipaka. She is also 
now a teacher in the village. 

  
XVI.         Smt. M.Chellayyamma 

  
Again a lady of the village who is nurtured and developed into a formidable activist. She rose 
to the position of the President of Panchayat of Rajakoduru and also as the Vice President of 
the Federation of Panchayats of Visakhapatnam District. From a silent honor lady, she 
became a vocal activist. 

  
XVII.      Sri Kommu Jogulu 

  
A cobbler by profession, this Dalit gentleman is a member of the Governing body for many 
terms. He takes lively interest in the meetings and participates actively in the discussions. 
Invariably his suggestions are sought for the Grass Root activities of the Trust. 
  

XVIII.    Sri Senapathi Appa Rao 
  

An active youth worker in the village of Dimili, has profound common sense and concerned 
for the welfare of the people. He is also the President of the Village Education Society of 
Dimili which is the FIRST village to have constructed its own building for the School (for 
which we are now planning to get the support of you all). 
  

XIX.         Sri Karanam Ramana Rao 
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An active youth worker of Mamidada and is strong pillar for the activities for the Income 
Generation Programmes in the area. Governing Body appreciates his deep sense of 
commitment and sagacious advises. He is a strong support and active participant of the 
Village Education Society. 
  

XX.           Smt. Asha Nori, M.Sc., B.Ed, 
  

A highly vivacious lady with a deep concern for the welfare of the village women. She was 
the Editor of the BCT news for over 6 years. 

  
XXI.         Rtn. C.Hanumantha Rao, B.Sc., (Pharm) 
  

A Past Rotary Governor of Visakhapatnam region with a deep concern for the villages. 
  
and others……..       
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